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a b s t r a c t

After long-term service in deep ocean, pipelines are usually suffered from corrosions, which may greatly
influence the Vortex-Induced Vibration (VIV) behavior of pipes. Thus, we investigate the VIV of defective
pipelines. The geometric nonlinearity due to large deformation of pipes and nonlinearity in vortex-
induced force are simulated. This nonlinear vibration system is simulated with finite element method
and solved by direct integration method with incremental algorithm. Two kinds of defects, corrosion pits
and volumetric flaws, and their effects of depth and range on VIV responses are investigated. A new finite
element is developed to simulate corrosion pits. Defects are found to aggravate VIV displacement
response only if environmental flow rate is less than resonance flow rate. As the defect depth grows, the
stress responses increase, however, the increase of the defect range reduces the stress response at
corroded part. The volumetric flaws affect VIV response stronger than the corrosion pits.

© 2020 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Vortex-Induced Vibration (VIV) has long been concerned a
critical problem of offshore structures, especially pipelines with
high aspect ratio and large flexibility. VIV of pipeline is primarily
due to the occurrence of vortex shedding when fluid flows through
the pipeline structure. The periodic hydrodynamic loads from the
alternating vortex will induce VIV of pipeline with significant
resonance behaviors and finally lead to the fatigue damage of
pipeline. After longtime service in environment of deep ocean,
pipelines are usually suffered from electrochemical deteriorations
and corrosions on the surface. Several serious corrosions caused oil
leaking accidents are reported in pipelines in China during
1998e2012(Ni and Gang, 2005; Zhang et al., 2013; Ji et al., 2015). It’s
of great significance to take into account the effect of corrosion in
analysis of dynamic behaviors of pipelines.

From the perspective of simulation for hydrodynamic loadings,
the theoretical models for VIV problem in pipelines includes
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and empirical models. The
VIV numerical simulation by Three-Dimensional (3D) CFD has been

propelled by the development of computer technology. The fluid-
structure interaction could be sufficiently considered with 3D CFD
model, however, of which the application is restricted by the large
amount of computation if both the pipeline and the fluid field are
simulatedwith 3Dmodel. To save the calculation cost andmake the
computation possible, the pipeline is usually simulated as a rigid
cylinder or a mass-spring-damping system (Evangelinos and
Karniadakis, 1999), with which the dynamic behavior of the pipe-
line could not be described precisely. To consider the pipeline as a
continuous medium structure, the pipe is simulated with beam
theory, with the fluid field simulated by quasi-three-dimensional
model (Zhao et al., 2017; Schulz and Kallinderis 1998). According
to the quasi-three-dimensional model, the hydrodynamic loading
is obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations on several 2D strips
over the length of the cylinder, and utilized in calculations of the
dynamic response of the structure with beam theory. To calculate
hydrodynamic coefficient of empirical model is one of good appli-
cations of CFD numerical simulation as an alternative of experi-
mental tests.

In empirical models, the hydrodynamic loading from the fluid
field are turned into distributed forces, which are well known as lift
force in Cross-Flow (CF) direction and drag force in In-Line (IL)
direction. The expressions for the distributed hydrodynamic load-
ings are categorized into two types. The first is determined by the
velocity of the flow, while the second is dependent on both the flow
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velocity and the dynamic responses of the structure. Since VIV is a
kind of resonance phenomenon between the fluid and the struc-
ture, the pipeline always vibrates with large amplitude when it
occurs. In this case, the influence of the vibration from the pipeline
on the fluid couldn’t be neglected, and thus the second form of the
hydrodynamic loading is more rational in VIV analysis of pipelines.

Reviewing related works based on empirical model, numerous
investigations have been carried out. One important work is
focused on the development of the expression for the empirical
model (Landl, 1975; Iwan, 1981; Skop and Griffin, 1973, 1997).
Bishop and Hassan (1964) firstly proposed a self-exciting and
limiting Van del Pol equation to describe the lift force on the pipe.
Based on his work, Hartlen and Currie (1970) put forward the first
wake oscillator model, where the hydrodynamic loading is deter-
mined by both the flow rate and the vibration velocity on the
surface of the pipe, then the dynamic responses of the pipe due to
loadings in coupled state could be calculated with Van del Pol
equation. Facchinetti et al., (2004), found that the expression for the
hydrodynamic loading with coupled accelerations between the
flow and the pipe is more appropriate in simulating the VIV phe-
nomenon than those with coupled velocities. Using the promoted
empirical models, a series of investigations on the VIV behaviors
have been carried out of the pipeline. Zhang et al., (2018), analyzed
the effect of axial harmonic tension on the VIV responses of flexible
fluid-conveying riser, and found that the dominated resonance
region changed from twice the fundamental frequency to the
fundamental frequency when harmonic tension amplitudes and
cross-flow velocities are simultaneously increased. Wang et al.,
2018), revealed that the effect of internal fluid flow on the
nonlinear VIV responses of the pipe is significant at low cross-flow
velocity. Furtherly, the vibration control on VIV behavior is carried
out based on the proposed empirical model. A pipe-in-pipe system
is proposed by Nikoo et al., (2018) for vibration control of cylinder,
and is demonstrated to be effective in suppressing VIV of the pipe.

The research works mentioned above provide great references
for simulation of VIV phenomenon of pipelines. However, few at-
tentions have been focused on the effect of defects on dynamic
behaviors of marine pipelines. The fact is that after longtime service
in environment of deep ocean, pipelines are usually suffered from
electrochemical deteriorations and corrosions on the surface.
Considering the defects, many researches have focused on the ul-
timate bearing capacity (Paquette J.A., 2006; Jiao and Kyriakides,
2011a; 2011b; Dewanbabee H., 2009; Nazemi N., 2009) and fail-
ure mechanism (Rahman and Wilkowski, 1998; Rahman, 1998; Bai
Y., 2001; Shim and Kim, 2005; Zheng M., 2004) of defective pipe
under multiple static loads. Several investigations have also carried
out on dynamic behaviors of defective marine pipelines. The effect
of surface defects on the pipe stability with the internal flow of a
compressible fluid is studied (Bochkarev., 2018). A quarter-pipe 3D
finite element model is created to investigate the deformation and
behavior of a corroded pipe under impact loading (Ryu D., 2017).
However, few attentions have been paid on the VIV behavior of
defective marine pipeline, which may cause significant resonance

behaviors and even lead to fatigue damage in the final. In this paper,
the pipeline is simulated based on beam theory considering the
initial axial tension. The effects from defects on the VIV responses
of the pipelines are taken into account. A finite element model is
established for the pipeline to consider the effects of defect like
corrosions. Morison formulation in nonlinear form is employed to
simulate the hydrodynamic loadings, considering geometric
nonlinearity.

2. Computation method

For the VIV of the pipe, the dynamics of structures are influ-
enced by the surrounding flow and vice versa. To well simulate the
dynamic characteristics of structures, the computation method of
this paper consists of two models: the first is the structural model,
which is used to simulate the pipe with Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory. And the second is the loading model, which is employed to
simulate the hydrodynamic forces on the pipe with Morison
equation. To take into account of the influences of defects on the
pipe, a numerical model with defective elements based on finite
element method is developed to simulate the pipe with corrosion
defects.

2.1. Theoretical model and formulas for fluid-structure interaction
system

2.1.1. Structural model
Considering the large slenderness ratio of marine pipes, the pipe

is modeled as a beam with Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The
structural model of the pipeline is shown in Fig. 1. The ends of the
pipe are simply supported. We define the x axis is along the pipe-
line’s direction and axis z is parallel to the flow velocity.We set the z
axis as IL direction and y axis as CF direction (Fig. 1).

According to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the equation of
motions for the pipeline may be expressed as:

EI
v4uy
vx4

� T
v2uy
vx2

þ c
vuy
vt

þm
v2uy
vt2

¼ fyðx; tÞ (1)

EI
v4uz
vx4

� T
v2uz
vx2

þ c
vuz
vt

þm
v2uz
vt2

¼ fzðx; tÞ (2)

where EI denotes the bending stiffness; T the tension on the pipe; c
the damping; m the mass of per unit length of the pipe; tthe time;
uz and uy respectively the displacement of the pipe in IL and CF
direction; fzðx; tÞ and fyðx; tÞ respectively the VIV load applied on the
pipe in IL and CF direction. Here the geometric nonlinearity caused
by large deformation of the structure is considered in T , which
involves the initial tension T0 and the tension increment Ti caused
by structural deformation.

2.1.2. Hydrodynamic force model
According toThorsen et al. (2015), the hydrodynamic fluid forces

Fig. 1. Structural model of the pipeline.
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can be divided into the CF ðfyÞ and IL ðfzÞ direction, and in both two
directions contain three components caused by excitation, damp-
ing and added mass, which are given in the following equations:

fy ¼1
2
CLrDðU � _uzÞ2 cos 2 pfst�1

2
CDrD _uy

�� _uy
��� Cmr

pD2

4
€uy (3)

fz ¼ 1
2
C ’
LrDðU � _uzÞ2 cos 2 pf ’st�

1
2
CDrDðU� _uzÞjU� _uzj

� Cmr
pD2

4
€uz

(4)

where the first terms 1
2CLrDðU � _uzÞ2 cos 2 pfst, 1

2C
’
LrDðU � _uzÞ2

cos 2 pf ’st of the two equations represent the excitation forces, the
second ones (12CDrD _uy

�� _uy
��, 12CDrDðU � _uzÞjU � _uzj) are the damping

forces and the third (Cmr pD2

4
€uy, Cmr pD2

4
€uz) the addedmass forces. In

these equations, Cm is the added mass coefficient, which is usually
used to account for external added mass as well as trapped in
floodable voids in the cylinder. Cm is valued 1.0 here in this paper,
with the assumption that the added mass equal to the water mass
displaced by the volume of the pipe (Vandiver J.K. 2005). CL pre-
sents the coefficient of excitation force in the CF direction, of which
the typical value ranges from 0.4 to 1.2 (Thorsen et al., 2015), while
CD denotes the coefficient of damping force, which is usually valued
around 0.5e1.2 (DNV, 2004). According to Eqs. (1) and (2), CL and CD
are fitted by the tested time histories of displacement response (Li
X.C. 2011), with the value of 0.9 and 1.0 respectively. C’

L is the co-
efficient of excitation force in the IL direction, which is about 1/10 of
CL (Tang S.Z., 2010). Here, C’

L is thus valued 0.1 according to CL. €uy
and €uz respectively denote the acceleration of pipe in the CF and IL
direction; r,U are the density and the speed of the fluid, respec-
tively; D denotes the diameter of the pipe; fs is the vortex-shedding
frequency in the CF direction which could be represented as

fs ¼ StðU � _uzÞ
D

(5)

where St is Strouhal number, a dimensionless proportionality
constant between the predominant frequency of vortex shedding
and the free stream velocity divided by the pipeline diameter. St is
valued 0.193 in this paper (Sumer B.M., 1997). It’s worth to be
mentioned that, according to the experimental results, the vortex-
shedding frequency in the IL direction is twice as much as that in
the CF direction written as f ’s ¼ 2fs.

As described in Eqs. (3) and (4), the hydrodynamic force is
influenced by the flow rate and vibration status of the pipe, which
indicates the nonlinearity in the loading. The VIV hydrodynamic
force acting on the pipeline causes the motion of the structure. The
motion of the structure alters the wake flow condition, which leads
to the variations in the hydrodynamic force acting on the pipeline.
Thus, the coupled system needs to be solved by iterations.

2.1.3. Numerical solution
As mentioned above, the geometric nonlinearity and loadings in

nonlinear forms are considered in this dynamic problem, which
makes corresponding solving process very complicated. Hence, the
equations of motion in the finite element formation are utilized for
numerical solution expressed as follows:

KuyðtÞ þ C _uyðtÞ þM €uyðtÞ ¼ FyðtÞ
KuzðtÞ þ C _uyðtÞ þM €uzðtÞ ¼ FzðtÞ (6)

WhereM,K,C are respectively themass matrix, stiffness matrix, and
damping matrix of the structure, F the vector of hydrodynamic

forces on the pipeline due to the fluid as mentioned above, which
are respectively given by

K¼ EI
ðl

0

N’’2ðxÞdx� T
ðl

0

N’2ðxÞdx (7)

M¼m
ðl

0

N2ðxÞdx (8)

where N is the shape function

Fig. 2. Flow chart for VIV computation. The convergence criterion is established based
on unbalanced force as.
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N¼

2
664
N1 0 0 0 0 0 N2 0 0 0 0 0
0 N3 0 0 0 N4 0 N5 0 0 0 N6
0 0 N3 0 �N4 0 0 0 N5 0 �N6 0
0 0 0 N1 0 0 0 0 0 N2 0 0

3
775 (9)

N1 ¼ 1� x
l

N2 ¼ x
l

N3 ¼ 1� 3x2

l2
þ 2x3

l3

N4 ¼ x� 2x2

l
þ x3

l2
N5 ¼ 3x2

l2
� 2x3

l3
N6 ¼ �x2

l
þ x3

l2

(10)

where l denotes the length of one element.

C¼aMþ bK (11)

�
a
b

�
¼ 2x
um þ un

�
umun
1

�
(12)

where a and b are the Rayleigh damping factors, respectively;
um,un the fundamental and 3rd frequency of the system, respec-
tively; x the damping ratio.

To consider the geometric nonlinearity, the stiffness matrix is
modified in appendix. The incremental Total Lagrangian(T.L.) for-
mulation(Bathe K., 1979), Newmark-b method and Newton-
Raphason iterative method are adopted in the calculation.

The computation of dynamic responses of the coupling system
is carried out through an iteration process. Fig. 2 shows the flow
chart for calculation of dynamic responses at the time spot of tþDt
through the iteration with the response at the time spot of t. At the
very beginning, the response at tþDt is assumed according to the
responses at t, with which we calculate the hydrodynamic loading
at tþDt by Eqs. (3) and (4). Then we calculate the response of the
pipe at tþDt with Eq. (6) and acquire the loading from Eqs. (3) and
(4) according to the calculated response to make judgement of the
convergence criterion in Eq. (13) and (14) by the value of the un-
balanced force.

jðnÞ ¼
�ð

V0

BTSdV0 þ C _dtþDt þM€dtþDt

�ðnÞ
� F (13)

kjðnÞk∞ � RR (14)

Where jðnÞ is the unbalanced force vector. The permissible error RR

Fig. 3. Different types of corrosion defects and FE model. (a):different types of corrosion on the pipe (Kishawy H.A., 2010), (b):3-D figure of pipe with corrosion defects and (c):cross
section of pipe with corrosion defects.
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here is set to be 10�6. B is the strain-displacement transformation
matrix, S the vector of strain, C the damping matrix, M the mass

matrix, _d the velocity, €d the acceleration, F the loading. After trial
and error, the time step is set to 0.01s in this paper.

2.2. Numerical model for pipe with corrosion defects

Accidents caused by corrosion defects have been one of themost
concerned problems for security of pipeline structures. Defects in
pipes are usually caused by oxidation and seawater corrosion and
observed on internal and external surface (Fig. 3a), which may lead
to stiffness reduction of pipes. Hence, it is of great significance to
take into consideration the corrosion defects on the dynamic be-
haviors of marine pipeline. To accurately simulate the influence of
corrosion defects, here a new kind of finite element is developed
(Fig. 3b).

In this proposed FE model (Fig. 3 b-c), the stiffness matrix of
element for intact pipe is

K ¼∭
V
BTDBdV ¼

ðl

0

dx∬
S
BTDBdS (15)

where B and D are strain-displacement transformation matrix and
the elastic material property matrix, S is the area of the cross sec-
tion. As for intact pipe, B remains unchanged along the x direction,

which means ∬
S
y2dS, ∬

S
z2dS could be replaced as constant inertia

moment Iy, Iz.
For the defective pipe, the stiffness matrix of the element with

corrosion will be

K ¼∭
V
BTDBdV ¼

ðl

0

dx ∬
S0�Si

BTDBdS (16)

where S0 � Si is the effective area of the cross section of the
defective pipe. B is a function of the axial coordinate x,written as
B ¼ Bðx;yðxÞ;zðxÞÞ.

Using F(x) to represent the integral of the stiffness matrix of the
element with corrosion as:

FðxÞ¼ ∬
So�Si

BTDBdS (17)

Then the integral of F(x) on the area of the effective cross section
will be:

∬
So

BTDBdS¼
ðDe=2�aoðxÞ

�De=2þaoðxÞ
dy

ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðDe=2Þ2�y2

p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðDe=2Þ2�y2

p
BTDBdz (18)

∬
Si

BTDBdS¼
ðDi=2�aiðxÞ2=Di

�Di=2þaiðxÞ2=Di

dz
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðDi=2Þ2�z2

p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðDi=2Þ2�z2

p
BTDBdyþ

ðDi=2þaiðxÞ

Di=2�aiðxÞ2=Di

dz
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�ðz�Di=2Þ2

p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�ðz�Di=2Þ2

p
BTDBdyþ

ð�Di=2þaiðxÞ2=Di

�Di=2�aiðxÞ

dz
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�ðzþDi=2Þ2

p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�ðzþDi=2Þ2

p
BTDBdy

(19)

where aoðxÞ,aiðxÞ are the depths of the defects on the outside and
inside surfaces respectively, which is described by a parabolic
equation as:

Fig. 4. Comparison of time histories of CF response with experimental results(Li X.C.,
2011).

Table 1
Key parameters of computation model.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Modulus of elasticity of steel E (N/m2) 2� 1011 Density of steel
rsteel

(Kg/m3) 7850

Density of oil
roil

(Kg/m3) 900 Density of seawater
rwater

(kg/m3) 1000

Acceleration of gravity
g

(N/kg) 10 Damping ratio
x

0.05

Length of pipeline
L

(m) 70 Diameter of pipeline
D

(m) 0.4

Wall thickness of pipeline tb (m) 0.02 Shear modulus of steel
G

(N/m2) 7:9� 109

Lift coefficient in CF direction CL(Duan et al., 2018) 0.9 Lift coefficient in IL direction C ’
L(Tang, 2010) 0.1

Inertia coefficient Cm(Vandiver and Li, 2005) 1.0 Drag coefficient CD(DNV, 2004; API, 2000) 1.0
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Fig. 5. Displacement responses of the intact pipe due to different flow rates. (a)Time histories of the CF displacement; (b)FFT spectra of the CF displacement; (c) Time histories of the
IL displacement; (d) FFT spectra of the IL displacement.
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aðxÞ¼�4amax

l2

�
x� l

2

�2

þ amax (20)

where amax denotes the maximum depth of the defect.
After F(x) is obtained with Eqs. (17)e(20), the stiffness matrix of

the element with corrosion could be achieved by the sum of a series
as:

K ¼
ðl

0

dx ∬
S0�Si

BTDBdS¼
ðl

0

FðxÞdx¼
Xn

i¼1

FðxiÞDl (21)

3. Case study

In this section, both the numerical and experimental results are
exhibited to validate the feasibility of the proposed simulation
method. Using the finite element method with the proposed finite
element, the dynamic behaviors of VIV of intact and defective pipes
are simulated and analyzed.

Fig. 6. The time histories of the stress of the intact pipe in CF and IL direction.

Fig. 7. CF displacement versus the velocity and the reduced velocity of the flow.

Fig. 8. Brief diagram of pipe with corrosion on internal surface.
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3.1. VIV responses of the intact pipeline

A fluid-conveying pipeline (Liang X., 2018) with span of 70 m is
employed here to analyze the VIV responses of the intact pipe. A
brief description for the geometry parameters of the pipe and fluid
properties are shown in Table .1. The comparison of the CF re-
sponses with measured data is shown in Fig. 4.

The comparison of CF responses between theoretical simulation
and experimental test (Li X.C., 2011) are exhibited in Fig. 4, which
shows good agreement and thus indicate the accuracy and great
feasibility of the proposed simulation method in prediction of VIV
response of pipes.

The dimensionless displacement responses in CF (Fig. 5a) and IL
(Fig. 5c) directions are obtained according to the numerical simu-
lation due to different flow rates, with the FFT spectra presented in
Fig. 5b, d. In Fig. 5 (a, c), the CF response amplitudes increases with
the growth of the flow rate, while the IL response amplitudes is not
somuch influenced by the flow rate. The IL response amplitudes are
much smaller than the CF ones, which indicates that the VIV be-
haviors are mainly controlled by CF vibration. It can be seen from
Fig. 5c that, under the action of flow drag, the equilibrium position
of pipe in IL direction is pushed downstream, the stream wise de-
viation will be more apparent as the flow rate grows. For FFT
spectra of CF responses (Fig. 5b), the first-order predominant fre-
quency is observed increasing with the flow rate, which is fs in Eq.
(3). This phenomenon could be explained by the expression of fs in

Eq. (5), in which is proportional to the flow rate. The second-order
predominant frequency, which also increases with the flow rate, is

caused by the added mass force Cmr pD2

4
€uy from the water flow. It is

the third component of the fluid loading and is proportional to the
pipe acceleration (Eq. (3)). For the FFT spectra in IL direction
(Fig. 5d), the predominant frequency is the loading frequency f ’s,
whose value is twice of fs as defined in section 2.1.2.

Periodic variation of stress caused by VIV will cause the fatigue
of pipes, and the axial normal stress is often used to assess the
fatigue properties of pipelines based on the accumulation law by
Palmgren-Miner (Bathe et al., 1979). The maximum axial normal
stress could be calculated as:

sy ¼Mz,ymax

Iz
þ Fx

A
(22)

where Mz is the bending moment around axial z; Fx is the axial
force; ymax is the maximum displacement in the CF direction; Iz is
the inertia moment around axial z; A is the area of cross section.

Here we obtain the time histories of the axial normal stress of
the intact pipe in both CF direction and IL direction (Fig. 6). The
axial normal stress consists of two parts, the initial stress and the
disturbance part. In CF direction, the initial stress is 100MPa, which
is caused by initial tension induced by gravity. And in IL direction,
the initial stress is around 50 MPa, which is caused by the action of
water flow.

Fig. 9. The time histories of the pipe at CF displacement with different defect ratio of corrosion pits (a) U ¼ 0.4 m/s; (b) U ¼ 0.47 m/s.
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From Fig. 6, we may see that the flow rate has influences on
stress response in both directions of the pipe. To understand the
effect of flow rate on stress more comprehensively, we introduce
the reduced velocity Ur ¼ U

fnD
to reflect the flow rate in dimen-

sionless form. Here U, fn and D are the flow rate, the natural fre-
quency in still water and the diameter of the pipe, respectively. The
CF displacement versus both the velocity and the reduced velocity
are depicted in Fig. 7. The peak of CF displacement occurs when
U¼ 0.46m/s, withUr ¼ 2:4, which does not fall in the lock-in range.
According to former researches, VIV behavior of pipes usually oc-
curs in the lock-in range, in which the reduced velocity usually
ranges from 4 to 10 (Vikestad, 2000; Vikestad et al., 2000). The
reason for the derivation of the resonance flow rate between our
prediction and former is caused by the influence from the initial
tension and geometric nonlinearity. According to our work, after
taking into consideration the geometric stiffness, the natural fre-
quency fn becomes much larger, and the reduced velocity calcu-
lated with fn is smaller accordingly. Take the pipe in section 3.1 as a
case, the reduced resonance flow rate Ur ¼ U

fnD
will be 5.0 without

geometric stiffness considered, which is the double of the reso-
nance flow rate according to our work. Hence we may say geo-
metric stiffness has great influence on VIV behavior of pipes and
should be considered in the analysis. It is obvious that the reduced
velocity considering geometric stiffness is more rational, and will
be adopted in the later analysis. It’s worth to be mentioned that the

actual natural frequency of pipe fn varies with time with the stiff-
ness of the pipe. But the variation could be neglected, thus the Ur

adopted here is obtained with the initial fn when t¼ 0. It also can be
seen from Fig. 7 that the peak of CF displacement at Ur ¼ 2.4 is 5
times of that when Ur ¼ 1.6, which indicates that the flow rate has
significant influences on the VIV behavior of pipes.

3.2. VIV responses of defective pipeline with corrosion pits

Marine pipes are usually suffered from corrosions due to the
ocean environment, which will change the dynamic characters of
pipes, which will change the dynamic characters of pipes, whose
effect should be taken into account in analysis of VIV responses of
pipelines. In this section, we study the VIV responses of defective
pipeline with corrosion pits, which is the most common type of
defects in marine pipes (Ji J., 2015; Silva., 2007; Wang X., 2017). The
brief diagram of pipe with corrosion pits is depicted in Fig. 8, in
which the pipe is simulated by the theoretical formulations pro-
posed in section 2.2. The range and the depth of corrosion pits are
the usually concerned primary factors that influence the dynamic
property of pipes, and are worth to be investigated. To study the
effect of the defect range on pipes, we introduce a dimensionless

defect ratio z ¼ Ldef
L , which presents the ratio of length defective

area Ldef (red part in Fig. 8) to the whole length of the pipe L. The

dimensionless defect depth d ¼ amax
tb

is introduced to reflect the ratio

Fig. 10. CF displacement response amplitude with different defect ratio x versus (a) the velocity and (b) the reduced velocity of the flow; CF stress with different defect ratio x versus
(c) the velocity and (d) the reduced velocity of the flow.
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of maximum defective depth amax to the wall thickness of the pipe
tb.

When investigating the effect of defect ratio z, the defect depth d

is fixed as a constant as 60%. The time histories of dimensionless CF
displacement with different defect ratio of defects when U ¼ 0.4 m/
s and U ¼ 0.47 m/s are depicted in Fig. 9. It is found that the defect
ratio z has little influence on the response of pipes.

Furtherly we investigate the displacement and stress responses
with different defect ratios z versus the velocity and the reduced
velocity of the flow (Fig. 10). In Fig. 10, each curve represents a case
with consideration of a different defect. From Fig. 10a, the trends of
the curves are similar. As the defect ratio z grows, the peak value
increases while the resonance flow rate decreases. It indicates that
the larger the defects on the pipe, the lower the resonance flow
rate, and the easier the occurrence of VIV behavior of the pipe. This
phenomenon is induced by the variation of the natural frequency fn
and also that of the resonance flow rate, due to the growth of the
defect ratio. In Fig. 10b, the peaks of the curves occur at the same

reduced velocity Ur, in which the influence from the natural fre-
quency fn is considered as the expression of the reduced velocity
shows (Ur ¼ U

fnD
). According to this relationship between the VIV

displacement response and the reduced velocity, the VIV resonance
flow rates of both intact and defective pipes could be obtained
according to the natural frequency fn, which will be far more easy to
calculate than the dynamic response of pipes. And this regulation
also provides a guideline in prediction of resonance flow rate.

Then we investigate the stress response of pipes with different
defect ratio z due to different flow rates (Fig. 10c) or reduced ve-
locity of the flow (Fig. 10d). Compared with intact pipes, the stress
response of defective pipes is larger due to the same flow rate,
which indicates that the defects on the pipe will amplify the VIV
responses. Corresponding explanation is that the existence of de-
fects reduces the inertia moment Iz and the area of cross section A
of the pipe and leads to the increment of the stress according to Eq.
(22). On the other hand, for defective pipes, the larger the defect
ratio z, the lower both the peak of stress and the resonance flow

Fig. 11. CF displacement response amplitude with different defect depth dversus (a) the velocity and (b) the reduced velocity of the flow; CF stress with different defect depth
dversus (c) the velocity and (d) the reduced velocity of the flow.

Fig. 12. Brief diagram of pipe with corrosion on external surface.
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rate. When Iz and Aremain constant, the stress on cross sections of
the pipe is affected by internal force (Mz and Fx) according to Eq.
(22). And the internal force usually depends on the constraining
force from supports. In this study, the pipe is simulated as a hinged-
hinged beam, which is a statically indeterminate structure, whose
constraining force depends on the structural stiffness. As the defect
ratio z grows, the structural stiffness decreases, which may lead to
the decrease of the constraining force and the internal force, and
finally cause the drop of the stress. In Fig.10d, the peak values of the
stress with different defect ratios occur in the same lock-in range.

When investigating the effect of the defect depth d, the defect

ratio z is fixed as a constant of 60%. Considering different defect
depth d, the displacement and stress responses due to different
velocities and reduced velocities of the flow are depicted in Fig. 11.

As shown in Fig. 11(aeb), with the growth of the defect depth d,
the peak of displacement increases while the resonance flow rate
decreases, but the resonance reduced velocity remains. The reason
contributes to this phenomenon is that the existence of the defect
may reduce the stiffness of the pipe and will at last leads to lower
resonance flow rate of the fluent. Based on this principle, the defect
depth d and the defect ratio z influence the dynamic responses of
the pipe the same way. As for the stress responses shown in
Fig. 11c-d, larger defect depth d induces higher stress amplitude.
The increment of stress amplitude is introduced by the decrease of
the inertia moment Iz and the area of cross section A of the section,
which is owing to the growth of the defect depth (Eq. (22)).

Although, the influence of the defect depth d and the defect ratio
z on displacement response is similar. However, they affect VIV
stress response differently. The growth of d may reduce the inertia
moment Iz and the area of cross section A of the section, which will
at last lead to the raise of the stress. On the other hand, the growth
of z does not change the sectional properties, instead it decreases
the constraining force and the internal force, thus cause the drop of
the stress response at midspan.

3.3. VIV responses of defective pipeline with volumetric flaws

Compared to corrosion pits, volumetric flaws (Cunha and Netto,
2012) may be greater threat to pipes, which is worth to be

Fig. 13. The time histories and FFT spectra of the pipe at CF displacement with different defect ratio of corrosion at U = 0.4 m/s.

Fig. 14. CF displacement response amplitude versus the defect ratio at U ¼ 0.4 m/s.
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investigated. Here we study the VIV responses of defective pipeline
with volumetric flaws in this section. The brief diagram of the
defective pipeline is depicted in Fig. 12. Here we introduce a

dimensionless defect ratio z ¼ Ldef
L , which presents the ratio of

length defective area Ldef (red part in Fig. 12) to the whole length of

the pipe L. The dimensionless defect depth d ¼ ddef

tb
is introduced to

reflect the ratio of defective depth ddef to the wall thickness of the
pipe tb.

When investigating the effect of defect ratio z, the defect depth

dis fixed as a constant as 60%. The time histories of dimensionless
CF displacement and FFT spectra with different defect ratio of de-
fects when U ¼ 0.4 m/s are depicted in Fig. 13. It is found that as the
defect ratio zgrows, the displacement amplitude increases. But the
response frequency almost remains unchanged. It indicates that
corrosion defect ratio rarely influences the first-order frequency,
which is the vortex-shedding frequency fs. According to Eq. (5), fs is
related to the flow rate, rather than the stiffness of the pipe, thus
the corrosion has no influences on fs. For the second-order fre-
quency, it is related to the added mass force, which is in proportion
of acceleration of the pipe. We may see that its value has not been
changed by the existence of the defects. The responses in Fig. 13
suggests that although the defects change the response ampli-
tude, it has no obvious effects on the frequencies. To further
quantify the effect of defect ratio z on the VIV responses, the curve
for amplitude versus defect ratio z is depicted in Fig. 14, which
shows a positive correlation between the vibration amplitude and
the defect ratio z. According to Fig.14, the slope for the amplitude of
CF displacement response is large when the defect ratio is smaller
than 30%. The response amplitude when z ¼ 40% is 3 times of that
when z ¼ 0, which indicates the significant influences of the defect
range on the VIV behavior of pipes.

Different phenomenon is observed when U ¼ 0:47m=s(Figs. 15
and 16). The effect of defect ratio does not influence the response
so much as when U ¼ 0:4m=s. Here with the growth of z, the
amplitude of CF response decreases firstly then increases. And the
valley of the curve occurs when z ¼ 30%. While the variation is not

Fig. 15. The time histories and FFT spectra of the CF displacement of the pipeline with different defect ratio of corrosion at U ¼ 0.47 m/s.

Fig. 16. CF displacement response amplitude versus the defect ratio at U = 0.47 m/s.
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that large compared to the case when U ¼ 0.4 m/s. It indicates that
the influence of defects on the VIV responses is quite different with
different flow rates.

The displacement and stress responses with different defect
ratios z versus the velocity and the reduced velocity of the flow are
investigated (Fig. 17). With the defect ratio z increasing, the peak of
curve increases while the resonance flow rate decreases, and the
peaks of the curves occur at the same reduced velocity
Ur(Fig. 17aeb). For stress response (Fig. 17ced), compared with
intact pipes, the stress response of defective pipes with volumetric
flaws is much larger. As for defective pipes, the larger the defect
ratio z, the lower the peak of stress and the resonance flow rate. The
growth of defect ratio z causes the decrease of structural stiffness,
then the decrease of the constraining force and the internal force,
finally leads to the drop of the stress. In Fig. 17d, the peak values of
the stress with different defect ratios occur in the same lock-in
range.

When investigating the effect of the defect depth d, the defect
ratio zis fixed as a constant of 20%. Considering different defect
depth d, the displacement and stress responses due to different
velocities and reduced velocities of the flow are depicted in Fig. 18.
As the existence of the volumetric flaws may reduce the stiffness, it
can be observed that, the larger the defect depth d, the larger the

peak of displacement while the lower the resonance flow rate
(Fig. 18 a-b). As for the stress responses shown in Fig. 18c-d, the
larger the defect depth d, the larger the peak while the lower the
resonance flow rate, and the resonance reduced velocity remains.

Compared to corrosion pits, the effect of volumetric flaws on VIV
displacement and stress response is similar, which means the
conclusions for corrosion pits are also suitable for volumetric flaws.
However, the influence degrees of volumetric flaws on resonance
flow rate and the response value is much larger, whichmay indicate
that the volumetric flaws are greater threat to pipes than corrosion
pits.

4. Conclusion

After long-term service in environment of deep ocean, pipelines
are usually suffered from corrosions on the surface, which may
greatly influence the dynamic characteristic of pipes and the VIV
behavior. In this paper, the effect of defects is taken into the
investigation of VIV behavior of pipelines. Geometric nonlinearity
due to large deformation of the pipeline and nonlinearity caused by
fluid-structure interaction are also considered in the VIV
calculation.

The conclusions are summarized as follows.

Fig. 17. CF displacement response amplitude with different defect ratio zversus (a) the velocity and (b) the reduced velocity of the flow; CF stress with different defect ratio zversus
(c) the velocity and (d) the reduced velocity of the flow.
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1) Two kinds of defect, volumetric flaws and corrosion pits, are
simulated in this paper. A new kind of finite element is devel-
oped to simulate corrosion pits. The volumetric flaws are
simulated through a variable stiffness beam model.

2) The geometric stiffness caused by large deformation of long
span pipe has great influence on VIV behavior of pipes, which
will reduce the resonance velocity and the VIV response
amplitude, and should be considered in the VIV analysis.

3) The range and depth of defect are considered as two parameters
reflecting the corrosion degree in the investigation of VIV re-
sponses. Defects are found to aggravate the VIV displacement
response only if environmental flow rate is less than the reso-
nance flow rate, which is because the defects reduce the natural
frequency and the resonance flow rate of pipe. The resonance
flow rate could be predicted by the resonance reduced velocity,
which is observed independent of the corrosion situation of the
pipe.

4) The existence of defects raises the stress response at the
corrosion sections. As the defect depth grows, the inertia
moment and the area of cross section of the section decrease,
while the stress response raises. On the other hand, the growth
of defect range decreases the constraining force and the internal
force, thus causes the drop of the stress response at corroded
part of the pipe.

5) The volumetric flaws affect the VIV response of pipes the same
way as the corrosion pit, but the effects of the former are
stronger.
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Fig. 18. CF displacement response amplitude with different defect depth dversus (a) the velocity and (b) the reduced velocity of the flow; CF stress with different defect depth
dversus (c) the velocity and (d) the reduced velocity of the flow.
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Appendix

To consider the geometric nonlinearity, the incremental Total
Lagrangian(T.L.) formulation (Bathe et al., 1979), Newmark-b
method and Newton-Raphason iterative method are adopted in the
calculation, which will be introduced in this section briefly.

Define deas the node displacement vector, as Fig. A 1.

de ¼ �uiviwiqxiqyiqziujvjwjqxjqyjqzj
	T (A.1)

In the total Lagrangian formulation all static and kinematic
variables are referred to the initial configuration at time 0. Ac-
cording to Von-Karman large deflection theory, in incremental step
Dt, strains vectors εcan be expressed as

ε¼ ε0 þ εL ¼


B*
0 þB*

L
�
de (A.2)
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9>>>>>>>=
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(A.4)

After variational calculation, the tangent stiffness matrice of
three-dimensional beam element considering geometric nonline-
arity can be divided into 3 part, as

K¼K0 þ KL þ Ks (A.5)

where K0, KL, Ksdenote the linear stiffness matrice, the nonlinear
stiffness matrice and the stress stiffness matrice, which can be
expressed as,

K0 ¼
ð

V0

B0DB0dV (A.6)

KL ¼
ð

V0

ðBLDB0 þB0DBL þ BLDBLÞdV (A.7)

Ks¼Nx

ð�
GT
yGy þGT

zGz


dx (A.8)

where Ddenotes the matrial constitutive matrice; B0, BLdenote the
linear and nonlinear strain-displacement transformation matrices;
Gy, Gzdenote the first order differential matrices of B0at direction y
and z; Nxis the actual axial force.

D¼

2
664
E

E
E

G

3
775 (A.9)

B0¼

2
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Gz ¼
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3
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(A.12)

BL ¼
vw
vx

Gy þ vv

vx
Gz (A.13)

Fig. A 1. three dimensional coordinates of beam element
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vw
vx

¼Gy � d (A.14)

vv

vx
¼Gz � d (A.15)

The calculation method will be described in the next. Resisting
force of the system Rincludes resisting force of the structure, inertia
force and damping force.

R
ðkÞ ¼

ð

V0

BTSðkÞdV0 þ
 

1
aDt2k

Mþ d

aDtk
C

!
dðkÞ
tþDt (A.16)

The Newmark-b method and Newton-Raphason iterative
method will be adopted in the calculation. This computational
process is summarized as a flow chart as shown in Fig. A.3. General
dynamic function, as Eq.A.17, can be transformed into function in
static format, as Eq.A.18, using Newmark-bmethod. Then adopt N-R
iterative method to solve static format function as Fig. A.2.

KdtþDt þC _dtþDt þM €dtþDt ¼ FtþDt (A.17)

KdtþDt ¼ FtþDt (A.18)

where

K¼Kþ 1
aDt2k

Mþ b

aDtk
C (A.19)
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€dtþDt ¼
1
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_dtþDt ¼
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_dt þ

�
1þ b

2a


Dt €dt (A.22)

Fig. A.2. Schematic diagram of Newton-Raphason iterative method

Fig. A.3. Flow chart for Newton-Raphason dynamic computation
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